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When 0.9 M potassium/sodium tartrate, 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.5 was used as precipitant,
similar trigonal crystals appeared in the drops together with a second, monoclinic (P21)
crystal form (a = 107.4 AÊ , b = 153.4 AÊ , c = 162.5 AÊ , b = 94.28). These crystals diffract as well
as the trigonal although they contain 12 protomers in the asymmetric unit. A tantalum
bromide (Ta6Br2+

12) derivative of the trigonal crystal form was obtained by overnight
soaking of native crystals resulting in a unit cell with an enlarged c axis parameter
(a = b = 151.2 AÊ , c = 262.8 AÊ ).

Data collection and phasing

Complete diffraction datasets were collected from a single crystal each at EMBL beam lines
BW7A and BW7B (Outstation Hamburg, DESY) and ID14-2 and ID14-4 (Outstation
Grenoble, ESRF). Three datasets were recorded from the Ta6Br2+

12 derivative (peak,
in¯ection point and hard remote) around the theoretical Ta L-III edge. All data were
processed with MOSFLM 6.01 (ref. 24) and scaled, merged and reduced with programs of
the CCP4 suite25. A self-rotation calculation performed for the trigonal data indicated the
presence of a local six-fold axis at Eulerian angles a = 12.88, b = 56.68 and g = 12.88, in
accordance with the presence of six monomers displaying local C6 symmetry. The
structure was solved by multiple-wavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) using the
tantalum bromide derivative of the trigonal crystal form using SHELXS26 and
MLPHARE25. Six sites were found and re®ned, and phases were computed to 4.5 AÊ . A
subsequent density modi®cation step using DM within CCP4 (ref. 25) rendered an Fobs

electron density map that allowed us to build a monomer mask and localize the local six-
fold axis which was consistent with the self-rotation function. The original MAD-phases to
4.5 AÊ were used with the native structure factor amplitudes and a density modi®cation run
with non-crystallographic-symmetry (NCS) averaging and phase extension to 2.7 AÊ was
computed. This led to a straightforward traceable native map. The model was built with
Turbo-Frodo.

Structure re®nement

Successive cycles of maximum-likelihood positional and temperature factor re®nement
with CNS version 1.0 (ref. 27) using progressively all data up to the full resolution of 2.4 AÊ

and keeping NCS restraints followed. Computation of phased-combined maps and
manual model building permitted the gradual completion of the model. At the ®nal stages,
solvent molecules and sulphate ions were introduced. Table 1 provides a summary for ®nal
model re®nement. The structure of the monoclinic crystal form was solved by molecular
replacement with AMoRe28. A whole TrwBDN70 hexamer was used as a searching model
and two clear solutions were obtained with correlation coef®cient and Rfactor equal to 67.4/
36.3% (second highest solution 41.2/47.1%). The model was inspected and the new
electron-density-based differences with the trigonal structure were corrected. Solvent
molecule position assignment and model re®nement with CNS proceeded similarly and
applying NCS restraints. No ions were localized in these crystals. All residues excepting
His 125 of each chain, clearly de®ned by electron density and involved in b-sheet
interactions, are in allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot. Superimpositions were
calculated with Turbo-Frodo, Lsqkab of the CCP4 suite25 and Lsqman of the RAVE
package (Uppsala Software Factory; http://alpha2.bmc.uu.se/,gerard/manuals). Figures
were computed with Turbo-Frodo, SETOR29 and GRASP30. Lee & Richards buried surface
accessibility calculations (probe radius 1.4 AÊ ) and close contacts (, 4 AÊ ) were ascertained
with CNS version 1.0. Structural similarity searches were performed with the DALI server
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/dali).
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Determining how a protein folds is a central problem in structural
biology. The rate of folding of many proteins is determined by the
transition state, so that a knowledge of its structure is essential for
understanding the protein folding reaction. Here we use mutation
measurementsÐwhich determine the role of individual residues
in stabilizing the transition state1,2Ðas restraints in a Monte
Carlo sampling procedure to determine the ensemble of struc-
tures that make up the transition state. We apply this approach to
the experimental data for the 98-residue protein acylphos-
phatase3, and obtain a transition-state ensemble with the
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native-state topology and an average root-mean-square deviation
of 6 AÊ from the native structure. Although about 20 residues with
small positional ¯uctuations form the structural core of this
transition state, the native-like contact network of only three of
these residues is suf®cient to determine the overall fold of the
protein. This result reveals how a nucleation mechanism invol-
ving a small number of key residues can lead to folding of a
polypeptide chain to its unique native-state structure.

As the transition state corresponds to the least stable region on a
potential energy surface, it is dif®cult to determine its structure by
the methods commonly used for the stable portions of the surface
(that is, reactants, products or intermediates). For certain small-
molecule reactions direct observation of the transition state has

been possible4, but it is not evident how to achieve a corresponding
result for protein folding. The protein engineering method, intro-
duced by Fersht, Winter and co-workers in 1982 (refs 5, 6), can be
used to provide experimental information about the residue inter-
actions present in the transition state for folding1,2. The essential
element of the method is measurement of the quantity fexp

i , which is
the ratio of the change in stability, DDGTSE, of the transition-state
ensemble (TSE) to that of the native state, DDGNSE, due to the
mutation of residue i; the unfolded state is used as the reference.

Here we introduce a strategy that substantially extends the
information that can be derived from a set of fexp

i values for a
protein. The essence of the method is that the TSE is restrained to be
the most stable region of an energy function, which includes the
information from the fexp

i values, rather than being an unstable
region, as for the true energy function of the protein. In this way the
TSE can be obtained by standard methods for sampling conforma-
tional space, in a manner analogous to the determination of native
structures from experimental NMR data7.

Our approach uses the fexp
i values, interpreted in terms of native-

like inter-residue contacts, as restraints to generate an ensemble of
structures. It is applied here to determine the TSE of acylpho-
sphatase (AcP) (Fig. 1a). A representation of the TSE of AcP
consisting of 1,144 structures was generated using only the 24
measured fexp

i values3 as restraints (the `primitive' model, see
Methods). The Pearson linear correlation coef®cient r between
the experimental values and those obtained from the TSE is 0.99.
(See also Supplementary Information). As the chain connectivity
requires that certain contacts are formed simultaneously, the very
high correlation demonstrates the internal consistency of the
experimental data. Moreover, this ®nding provides additional
evidence for the fundamental assumptions on which the f-value
analysis is based2.

Figure 2a shows the calculated values (fcalc
i ) for all the residues

and compares them with the fexp
i values. For most of the residues for

which experimental data are not available, the fcalc
i interpolate

smoothly between the fexp
i . There are, however, some exceptions.

The most important of these are in the central region of strand b4

(residues 79±82), for which the predicted values are relatively large.
Although the hydrophobic mutation investigated in the region of
AcP (F80L) destabilized the protein too much for fexp

i to be
determined3, f values for the corresponding region of the procar-
boxypeptidase A2 activation domain (ADA2h), (ref. 8), a protein
having the same overall topology as AcP, have been measured; the
average fexp

i for ADA2h for the b4 strand (0:22 6 0:17) is reasonably

β4

β1 β3

β2

βT

α1

α2

a b

Figure 1 Native structure of acylphosphatase, AcP. a, The secondary structure elements

are: b1 (residues 7±13), a1 (residues 22±33), b2 (residues 36±42), b3 (residues 46±

53), a2 (residues 55±56), b4 (residues 77±85), bT (residues 93±97); residues between

these regions are parts of loops. b, the key residues 11, 54 and 94 found from the

transition-state analysis are shown as gold spheres on the native structure (see text). They

are connected by gold-coloured bonds to the residues (white and black spheres) forming a

native contact with them (Y11 has long-range contacts with 47±52 and 78±81, P54 with

5±7 and 34±35, and F94 with 26±31, 36±39 and 50±52). Residues forming the

transition-state core identi®ed in the present work are shown as black spheres. They fall

into two groups in spatial proximity; there is a larger group (residues 28, 35±39, 51±54

and 90±95) comprising parts of a1, b2, a2 and bT, and a smaller group (residues 11±13,

47 and 78, 79) comprising parts of the b1, b3 and b4 strands in the native structure.
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Figure 2 Comparison of fcalc
i with fexp

i . a, When all 24 of the latter are used as restraints

(®lled circles); b, when only Y11, P54 and F94, are used as restraints (open squares, see

text). Only four fexp
i are signi®cantly underestimated; they are V13, T42, G45 and V47.

The reason for the underestimation is that this subset of residues forms long-range

contacts mainly to each other (for example, V13 with G45) and are, therefore, almost

totally unrestrained in the primitive model when Y11, P54 and F94 are used as restraints;

the only common contact is between residues Y11 and V47. Except for V13, which is close

to Y11, they are not part of the folding core.
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close to the average fcalc
i (0:31 6 0:17) for this region of AcP. Other

regions of AcP, where the simulations predict signi®cant non-zero
values of fcalc

i for which no fexp
i exist, include the hydrophobic

residues L6 (fcalc
6 � 0:28 6 0:10), A26 (fcalc

26 � 0:26 6 0:16) and
I35 (fcalc

35 � 0:37 6 0:13); measurements on these residues are in
progress (F. Chiti et al., personal communication).

To probe the signi®cance of different residues in determining the
structure of TSE, we have performed a series of calculations of the

TSE in which only subsets of the fexp
i are used as restraints. A notable

result is that by use of only the three residues with the largest fexp
i

(Y11, P54 and F94) as restraints, a correlation, coef®cient of 0.86 is
found between the fexp

i and the fcalc
i (Fig. 2b); the cross-validated

correlation coef®cient (that is, with fcalc
11 , fcalc

54 and fcalc
94 excluded

from the comparison) is 0.50. This value is signi®cant in light of the
sensitivity of f values to local interactions, which makes their
quantitative prediction more dif®cult than that of the overall fold.
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Figure 3 Properties of the transition-state ensemble, TSE, of AcP. a, Probability

distribution P(Rg) of the radius of gyration for the improved model with l � 0:85 and

T � 0:1 (see Methods). The arrow points to the Rg value of the native state. b, Probability

P(f) of a residue of having a given f value in the TSE. The results for residues V20, A30

and V47 are shown (circles, squares and diamonds, respectively); they have a rather

narrow unimodal distribution around the experimental values (fexp
20 � 0:18, fexp

30 � 0:42,

fexp
47 � 0:54). The value fcalc

47 � 0:56 6 0:05 arises because residue V47 has a contact

probability close to 1 with residues 11±14, about 0.5 with residues G15, K40 and N41,

and a very low probability of contact with any other residue. P(f) remains unimodal for all

the residues in the calculation in which only Y11, P54 and F94 are used as a bias in

equation (3).
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Figure 4 Representation of the TSE of AcP calculated with the improved model (see

Methods). a, The six most representative conformations of the TSE generated from the

structure calculations; more than one-quarter of the 867 generated structures are less

than 4 AÊ in r.m.s. deviation from one of the six structures shown. The three key residues

forming the structural core are shown as gold spheres and secondary structural elements

are shown as ribbons with arrows indicating the directionality of the b-sytrands; a method

which does not rely on hydrogen-bonding but on comparison with structural templates (M.

Schaefer and M.K., unpublished results) was used to identify secondary structures.

Preliminary results for molecular dynamics structures obtained with an all-atom potential

and the same f-value restraints indicate that somewhat more secondary structure,

particularly for the helices, is present in the TSE (E.P. et al., unpublished results). b, The

average structure of the transition state (thick lines) derived from the six conformations

shown in a (thin lines). The residues with a given secondary structure in the native state

are indicated with the same colour code as that used in Fig. 1. The average structure is

obtained by superimposing the three key residues (gold spheres) for all the structures in

the TSE. c, Average r.m.s. deviation from the native state as a function of the residue

number; the native secondary structural elements are indicated above the diagram.
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Nevertheless, the predictions of 21 fexp
i by the `leave-one-out'

method (keeping the three key residues and 20 of the 21 remaining
ones) yields a cross-validated correlation coef®cient of 0.71. As a
further test of the role of the three residues, we compare the fcalc

i for
all residues obtained with only the three residue restraints and with
all the 24 fexp

i restraints; the correlation coef®cient is 0.91 (cross-
validated 0.83). Other small subsets of residues (not including Y11,
P54 and F94) give very poor correlations; the cross-validated
correlation coef®cients are in the range -0.1 to 0.2. These results
show that native-like contacts for the three key residues alone
determine the overall fold of the TSE and give information about
the additional f values.

Residues Y11, P54 and F94 are part of the hydrophobic core of
AcP (ref. 3), and make a large number of contacts with other
residues (10, 7 and 14 contacts, respectively). These contacts, which
are distributed throughout the structure, create a `contact network'
in the native state (Fig. 1b). There are other residues (for example,
K7, V36 and V58) with an even larger numbers of contacts. These
contacts, however, are more localized and their fexp

i are smaller, so
that they are less important in determining the TSE. We note that
the native-like environment for the three key residues can lead to a
contact network that determines the fold of most of the protein (see
Fig. 1b and legend).

As the primitive model has no stabilizing interactions other than
those arising from the fexp

i , the conformational space accessible to
the protein is expected to be too large. An `improved' model (see
equation (3) in Methods), in which the energy function is augmen-
ted by native-like attractive interactions such that the overall
compactness of the TSE is consistent with experimental data on
its average solvent exposure, yields a TSE with the same fold as the
primitive model. The radius of gyration (Rg) is 13:5 6 0:5 AÊ as
compared to the native value of 12.6 AÊ ; the Rg distribution of this
TSE is shown in Fig. 3a. The degree of expansion is similar to that
observed experimentally for `molten globule' states in which much
of the secondary structure is preserved but most tertiary contacts are
not persistent9. The core of the transition state of AcP, de®ned as in
Methods, consists of approximately 20 residues including the three
key residues and many of their contacts (Fig. 1b).

Figure 4a shows the six most representative structures (that is, the
centres of the clusters with most members) of the TSE. Figure 4b
shows the average structure obtained by superposing all the mem-
bers of the TSE; also shown are the structures corresponding to the
dominant clusters (those in Fig. 4a), which yield the same average
structure. Comparison of the average structure in Fig. 4b with Fig. 1a
demonstrates that the fold of the TSE is native-like, but that it is
signi®cantly expanded relative to the native structure. There is a
marked tendency for the b-sheets to be present, particularly b2 and
b3, whereas the location of the helical regions is less well de®ned.
Calculations incorporating additional local restraints, to account
for the recent result of Taddei et al.10 that stabilizing helix 2 increases
the folding rate, suggest that this helix is in fact present in the
TSE but that it is highly disordered relative to the rest of the
structure.

The r.m.s. deviation of the TSE from the native state as a function
of residue number is shown in Fig. 4c; it makes clear how much the
average structure deviates from the native state (some parts by more
than 15 AÊ ), even though the fold is preserved. There are some non-
native interactions (about 30% of the contacts are non-native).
Overall the contact order11 in the TSE (13.7) is signi®cantly lower
than in the native state (20.8), indicating that only about 70% of the
native-like long-range contacts are formed. The distributions of the
fraction of native contacts in the TSE obtained for AcP are relatively
narrow; that is, the same residues make contact with each other in
most members of the TSE (Fig. 3b). This ®nding for AcP supports
the conclusions of Fersht et al.12 for chymytrypsin inhibitor 2 that
fractional f values arise from the formation of an incomplete set of
native contacts in all the members of the TSE rather than from the

alternative possibility that some molecules in the TSE have most of
their native contacts and others have only a few or none.

The present analysis introduces an approach for generating the
molecular structure of the TSE from experimental f values. It
provides a check on the consistency of the experimental data, and
determines the importance of speci®c structural elements and inter-
residue interactions. If other parameters concerning the TSE are
available from experiment, the present approach can be re®ned by
including them in the energy function used for the structure
determination. As the TSE is based on experiment, it complements
existing theoretical studies13±22. The demonstration for AcP that the
contacts of a small number of key residues determines the native-
like fold provides a microscopic characterization of the nucleation
step of the folding process2. These key residues form an extensive
`contact network' of native-like interactions in the TSE. This
explains the role of these residues, which are not in direct contact
with each other, as crucial elements in determining the transition
state. The global contact network leads to a rather narrow TSE,
whose core elements correspond to an expanded form of the native
structure. We anticipate that the application of this method of
analysis to a range of proteins will lead to a clearer understanding of
the nature of the folding transition state and its relationship to the
native structure. M

Methods
De®nition of fcalc

i

We have adopted a de®nition of fcalc
i similar to one used previously in molecular-

dynamics simulations14,23. For residue i,

fcalc
i �

hNiiTSE

NN
i

�1�

where Ni is the number of native contacts formed by residue i; the average in the
numerator, hNiiTSE, is over all the conformations of the TSE, and in the denominator,
NN

i refers to the the native state structure. Contacts are de®ned to exist when the Ca
positions are closer than 8.5 AÊ (ref. 24) (see below) and the residues are more than two
neighbours apart along the chain (that is, contacts i � 1 and i � 2 are omitted). In
equation (1) all native contacts give an equal contribution whereas non-native contacts are
not included.

Models

Each amino acid is represented as a sphere of radius 4.25 AÊ with an inner hard-core radius
of 2.35 AÊ to take into account excluded volume effects. Each sphere is centred at the
position of the Ca atom and is connected by rigid bonds of length 3.8 AÊ to its neighbours
along the chain25. Thus, two residues are in contact when they are closer than 8.5 AÊ , and
non-neighbouring amino acids are not permitted to be closer than 4.7 AÊ . Comparison of
the contacts derived from the present Ca model with those obtained from an all-atom
model shows good agreement throughout the protein.

In the minimum interaction model (`primitive model') the energy of a given con-
formation, represented by its contact map S, is de®ned as:

Emin�S� �
NN

c

Nf
î

fexp
i 2 fcalc

i �S�
� �2

�2�

that is, the only attractive energy term between non-bonded residues is from the values of
fexp

i ; NN
c is the total number of contacts in SN , and Nf is the number of available fexp

i . In the
more realistic interaction model (the `improved model'), an attractive (GoÅ-like26)
interaction term for the native state contacts is introduced. It has the form:

El�S� � lEmin�S� � �1 2 l�EGo�S� �3�

where the GoÅ-model energy, EGoÅ(S), is

EG Åo�S� � 2 e1

îj

SijS
N
ij � e2

îj

Sij�1 2 SN
ij � �4�

where SN is the contact map of the native state. The element Sij of a contact map is de®ned
to be 1 if residues i and j are in contact and 0 otherwise. The phase diagram of EGo is well
known26 and the two parameters e1 and e2 are ®xed at e1 � 1 and e2 � 0:1 (M.V., E.P.,
C.M.D. and M.K., unpublished calculations). The parameter l tunes the compactness of
the TSE. For l � 0 (the standard GoÅ-model) and a temperature T � 0:1 in arbitrary units
(see below), we obtain a native-like value for the radius of gyration, Rg � 12:7 6 0:1 ÊA,
and for l � 1 (the `primitive model') we obtain Rg � 15:2 6 0:6 ÊA. To choose a value for l

we performed Monte Carlo sampling at T � 0:1 to generate the TSE for several values of l.
For each value of l, we computed the average accessible surface area (ASA) for the
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conformations in the TSE using a probe of 3.1 AÊ that matches the standard one of 1.4 AÊ

from all-atom calculations.
Using experimentally derived m values we estimate ASAexp

TSE by using the empirical
formula14,27

RT
mu

m
�

ASAexp
TSE 2 ASANSE

ASARCE 2 ASANSE

�5�

where RCE and NSE stand for random-coil ensemble and native-state ensemble,
respectively; m and mu represent the derivative with respect to the denaturant concen-
tration of the equilibrium constant and the rate of unfolding, respectively. The measured
ratio is 0.23 for AcP (ref. 3). The intersection between the curves ASATSE(l) and ASAexp

TSE

gives the selected value, l � 0:85. Use of only EGo (equation (4)) in the Monte Carlo
sampling yields a correlation coef®cient of 0.09 between fcalc

i and fexp
i ; that is, there is

essentially no correlation with the TSE.
Given the empirical energy function (equations (2)±(4)), a Monte Carlo method is used

to determine the ensemble of structures, TSE, making up the transition state. Monte Carlo
moves are bond-length-conserving crankshaft rotations that are restricted by steric
restraints among neighbouring residues along the sequence and accepted according to the
standard Metropolis criterion at the Monte Carlo temperature T (ref. 24). The choice of
T � 0:1 is made by requiring that both for l � 0 and for l � 1 the protein is in a collapsed
state.

Clustering

We assume that stable cores are formed by residues whose relative ¯uctuations are small
for the given energy function. The `distance' between residues used in clustering is related
to the size of the ¯uctuations in their distance. Speci®cally, the distance fij between residues
i and j is de®ned as a `¯uctuation ratio':

f ij �
hu2

iji
hriji2 �6�

where the averages are taken over the conformations in the TSE, uij � rij 2 hriji, and rij are
the cartesian distances between residues i and j in a given conformation in the TSE. The
¯uctuation ratio is related to the Berry parameter28 used in the description of systems
without a reference state when the Lindemann criterion29 is unsuitable. The clustering
using the distances fij was performed by using the SPC algorithm30, and the resulting
dendrograms were analysed with an algorithm provided by G. Getz and E. Domany
(personal communication). The average ¯uctuation ratio over all pairs in the core is 0.019
and that over the entire protein is 0.049, more that twice as large; for comparison, the
average ¯uctuation ratio in the native state with the energy function given in equation (4)
is 0.010.
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